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1. Background

- Repeated statements are judged truer than new ones (Dechêne,

Stahl, Hansen, & Wänke, 2010) presumably because familiarity
provided by repeated statements is used as a truth cue.

- Contrary to situations where credibility is manipulated, diffi-
cult to predict if and how recollection contributes to the truth
effect when credibility is not manipulated

∗Misattribution: source recollection should prevent the attri-
bution of familiarity to statements’ truth

∗Correspondence: increase in target recollection and/ or fa-
miliarity would increase the truth effect

- Attention division at study (vs full attention) would decrease
both source and target recollection, allowing to test the direc-
tion of the attention division effect on the truth effect

Interaction between credibility manipulation and attention divi-
sion whose simple effects should differ according to the account:

- If misattribution, effect of attention division without credibility
mirrors the one on the doubtful statements (division => + TE)

- If correspondence (familiriarity+target recollection), attention
division (vs full) should increase the truth effect for doubtful
statements but decrease it when credibility is not manipulated.

2. Method

- N = 188 (46 to 47 in each between ppts condition)

- Study phase: read 2*14 statements (half true each)

∗With or without truth labels (‘‘these statements are true”;
‘‘these statements are false”, no label)

∗With full or divided attention (intertwining of a subtraction
task)

- 5-minute filler, then binary truth judgement task of 56 state-
ments (half seen in study, half new) and source memory task
(‘‘list 1’’/ ‘‘list 2’’/ ‘‘new’’)

3. Results

- The truth effect was replicated and its magnitude was mod-
erated, F(1, 182) = 4.56, p = .034, η2

G = .006 (Fig. A1. &
A2.).

- No main effect of attention division on the truth effect (Fig. A1.
& A2.) or on source memory (Fig. B1. & B2.).

- Truth effect credible list > doubtful, F(1, 91) = 29.81, p < .001,
η2

G = .085 (Fig. A1.).

- Without credibility:

∗Truth effect divided attention> full, F(1, 91) = 7.13, p = .009,
η2

G = .058, especially for List 2, F(1, 91) = 5.16, p = .026,
η2

G = .011 (Fig. A2.).

∗Source memory List 2 > List 1, t(182) = −4.03, pBonf < .001,
d = .41, 95%CId = [.12, .70](Fig. B2.).

Fig. Truth effect scores (A1. &A2.) and source memory scores (B1. &B2.) as a
function of list and attention divisionwith (1.) andwithout (2.) credibilitymanipulation.
Boxes limits (truth effect)and error bars (source memory)are the 95%confdence
intervals. Source memory scores are the conditional source identif cationmeasures
and are unaffected by the overall recognition score.

4. Discussion

- No replication of Begg et al. (1992) of the attention division
effect on truth effect in the doubtful list.

- Effect without credibility: better accounted by the familiar-
ity hypothesis than by the correspondence (familiarity+target
recollection) hypothesis, but no independent evidence for a
source memory explanation.

Results add up to the literature supporting the familiarity hypo-
thesis in the truth effect without credibility, but no evidence was
gathered about the source memory explanation of the attention
division effect on the truth effect.
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